
Cedar 

What a fabulous week of learning at Grange this week.  Lots of our students have been enjoying the great 
outdoors by either keeping fit and healthy, having horticulture lessons or enjoying Forest School. They have been 
very lucky with the weather this last week.  Primary students have been making wormeries and understanding the 
importance of looking after our planet, whilst other students have been cooking, using their money skills as well as 

working on a range of life skills on a day to day basis. 

30th April 2021 

Cedar have been thinking about their well-being this week and the 
importance of exercise. Although it has been a bit cloudy and the 
wind has been cold, they braved the school field. 
 
Skye: I felt tired after running the Grange mile, but I also felt better 
for being outside. 
April: We did the Grange mile as a warm-up for our PE lesson, so we 
had plenty of energy for football. 
Kelsey: I ran with Miss Leach and I got out of breath quickly. I need 

to practice to improve my stamina. 
RJ: I had a lot of energy running the Grange mile. I ran it 3 times! 
Lex: I felt very tired after running the Grange mile because I ran too fast at the beginning and ran out of energy. 
Next time I will try to pace myself better. 
Josiah: I ran the Grange mile, instead of walking. I managed to do 2 laps, I felt very fit because I have been 

running during lockdown. 

This week we made our wormeries. 
Firstly we collected worms from the 
sensory garden and the vegetable 
patch. It was tricky at first but we 
soon found lots! Then we collected 
small stones, soil and sand. In our 
plastic bottles we put a layer of 
small stones. Soil and sand and 
repeated to make a pattern. We 
are looking forward to seeing the 
worms journeys through the soil. 
 
Chibunna: I like the wormery. I was 
digging with my hands in the soil 
because we didn’t have enough 
spades.  
Saira: I found the most worms. I 

found 13!  
Alex: We used a big bottle. First I put in stones, then soil, 
then sand, then soil again. Each layer had to be wet. 
Ibrahim: In maths we’ve been using money. I have 
learnt to count money in 2s, 10s and 5s. 
Ollie: I found maths tricky when I was adding amounts. 

Like 75p and 79p and £8. 
It was hard but I got it 
right! 
Keith: I learned about 2, 5 
and 10x table. I count in 
100s. 100 pennies is the 
same as £1. I learnt about 
verbs in phonics this 
week. I love the new 
laptops! 
Tyrese: I like phonics. We 
have learnt the ‘x’ sound 
this week. My favourite is 
to play the new ipad 
game (phonics). I like Lexia on the new laptops. I got a 
certificate. 
Jerome: I like the laptops. I like Lexia. I also like phonics. 
X-ray has an ‘x’ sound in it. 
Adam: In phonics, we’ve been looking at alien and real 
words. An alien word is like ‘fump’. A real word is ‘glad.’ 
Kieran: I kept accidentally putting my worms in the 
wrong pot! I wasn’t supposed to be working with Adam! 

Maple  

In Food technology, Acer Class followed a recipe to 
make sausage rolls. They practiced rolling and 
spreading skills.  
 
Lolu I made sausage rolls. I was rolling the sausage.  
Oliver: I made sausage rolls. I used sausage and 
pastry. My Mum was so happy with my sausage rolls! 
Josh: I painted my sausage rolls with egg. I cut it into 
four pieces.  
Allen: I made sausage rolls for my Dad and he liked them. First, I had to roll the sausage 

then put it in the pastry. 
Max: I folded the pastry over the sausage. The sausage was in the middle. We cooked them 
in the oven.  
Marcus: I liked rolling the raw pork into a sausage. I cut it and rolled the pastry. That was a 
good part! 
Ben: I rolled the meat into a long sausage then covered it in pastry. I then cut it to make it a 
sausage roll.  
Harry:  

Acer 



This week in willow class we 
have been learning all 
about soil and worms. We 
have made our own 
wormery and have created 
fact files all about worms. 
We loved learning about 
how to create a worm 
habitat and then we went 
on a worm hunt. We have 
been feeding them leaves 
every day. 
 
Ruby: I like learning about 
worms but they are a bit 
disgusting. They like to eat 
decaying leaves. We had 
to put layers of colourful 
sand and soil in our 
wormery. The worms dig a 
hole and work hard to dig 
tunnels and make compost. 
I want a tiger worm. 
Hannah: Worms are slimy 
and wriggly. We found 
some and have put them in 

our wormery. 
Tristan: Worms eat decaying leaves 
and plants. They don’t eat alive 
plants. There are 34,000 types of 
worm. 
Robert: I like the worms but they are 
hard to find outside. 
Robin: They are small and wriggly. I 
found the most worms. 
Courtney: Worms are yucky but they 
are important for soil. I like our 
wormery but our tadpoles are 
better. I can’t wait to get fish. 
Kaiden: Worms are 1,000 times 
stronger than people because they 
have to move soil. They are slimy 
and live in the mud. We still need to 
find more for our wormery. 
Jordan: I don’t know if I like worms. 
They are slimy. They are disgusting. 
Max: I helped Miss Jones dig for 
worms, we keep checking for more. 
Kaleem: Worms are gross but I like 
our worm home. 
Kajetan: I see worms outside. We 
put them in the box.  

Willow 

Ash class have been loving 
Forest School this half term. We 
are learning to be safe around 
a campfire and also learning 
how to put up a tent.  
 
Carter: I like digging.  
Lucy: I put sticks on the fire. 
The campfire is my favourite.  
Aneyk: Aneyk push Alex on 
the swing. 
Alex: I want swing please.  
Hamza: In the tent.  
Olivia: Olivia enjoyed 
playing in the mud kitchen.  

Ash 

Beech 

This week Beech class have been looking at animation.  We have 
carried out research about the origins of animation and the 
different types of animation.  Our aim is to make our own stop 
motion films. 
 
Oumar:  Animation is a cartoon film.  I am looking forward to 
making a great animation with my friends.  
Kade:  Animation is a moving picture.  I am looking forward to 
making my own stop motion film. 
Grigoriy:  Different types of animation are films and cartoons. 
Tamsin:   Animation is the technique of photographing successive 
drawings or positions of puppets or models to create an illusion of 
movement when the film is shown as a sequence.  I made a 
thaumatrope.  It works by spinning it in your hands to make it move.  
I am looking forward to making an animation film about a panda. 

Allan:   Animation is cool.  Without it there would be no video games.  I made a thaumatrope 
by colouring two different images on two circles of paper and sticking them back to back on 
a stick and then spinning it in my hands. 
Logan:   Animation is the illusion of a living thing.  Different types of animation are stop motion 
animation, 2D animation and more.  I made a thaumatrope.  It works by spinning it in your 
hands.  I am looking forward to making my own animation. 
Kailey:  Animation is a method used in cartoons and movies.  Animation was first made in 1832.  
I made a thaumatrope.  It works by spinning it in your hands to make the image move.  I am 
looking forward to making my own animation. 
Sohaib:  Animation is good.  I like many animation films and series.  My favourite animation Is 
stop motion and anime.  I have made a thaumatrope.  It works by spinning the stick.  I can’t 
wait to make my own animation.  I want to make animation on my YouTube channel when I 
am older. 
Chloe:  Animation is often used for children’s films like Disney.  I made a thaumatrope.  It works 
by having two images on paper, attaching them to a stick and then spinning the stick to make 
the image move.  My favourite animation is ‘Mickey’s Wonderful Christmas’.  I am looking 
forward to making my own film. 



Walnut 
Walnut Class have 
been thinking about 
their week and 
choosing their 
highlights. 
 
Oskar: In cooking this 
week I made Welsh 
rarebit. I made a roue 
first with butter and 

flour then we added mustard, salt, pepper and tabasco. 
After that I added milk to make a sauce. I put grated 
cheese to melt. It was spread on toast. Mine tasted 
sweet, I would put more spice next time. 
Kyle: My Welsh rarebit was spicy, I added lots of pepper 
sauce. It was meant to be 2 drops but it wasn’t spicy 
enough so I kept adding more and more. I ate it all but it 
burnt my mouth afterwards. 
Mya: In art we are practicing writing in different fonts. 
We will be putting writing over pictures of our faces that 
we traced. The words will be about stuff we like. 
Jasmine: I liked maths this week, I did really well. We are 
learning about lots of different types of graphs. My 

favourite was 

pictographs, we did one outside and chose different 
coloured items to make a graph on the ground. 
Amy: In P.E we are learning how to play hockey. I am 
good at the push pass and can send the ball far. When I 
was goalie I was brave and ran out to get the ball off 
Mrs Mielke who was trying to shoot. 
Alexis: I am really good at hockey and I really enjoy it. I 
tackled everyone to get the 
ball and ran with it up the 
pitch. 
Quintin: I found doing 
pictograms and block graphs 
in maths easy. I did the work 
all by myself and got it all 
right. 
Mayson: in P.E I was 
controlling the ball by 
bouncing it on the end of the 
hockey stick. (‘Amazing.’ said 
Mrs Cray) Also I enjoyed 
getting Miss to run after the 
ball when she missed it. (Ha 
Ha) 
 

Elm 

This week in Elm class we celebrated Earth Day. We have 
also been learning about money we did a role play as 
shopkeepers and have completed lots of different 
worksheets. All of Elm have improved in maths showing 
great progress in their recent assessments. In English we re-
told the story of Jemima Puddleduck. The children have 
been extremely lucky to be given their own laptops to use 
in school from a government grant. 
 
Ben:   I learnt about how we can look after the planet. I 
like computing because it’s fun and we have our own 
laptops in school. 
Baron:  Earth Day is about taking care of the earth. I like cricket as I am good at 
batting and catching the ball.   
James:   We shouldn’t throw rubbish in the water. PE is so good and very fun.  
Harry:   I learnt we need to save the earth by recycling and reserving water. I 
enjoyed ICT because I like playing the interactive games.  
Kaschan:   Earth Day is about looking after nature. I love PE because I am good 
at running.  
Kyle:   We need to look after the planet. I liked topic because the plants and 
herbs smelled beautiful. 
Lucas:  I learnt in topic how to plant flowers and to water them, so they grow. I 
enjoy playing Prodigy maths on the laptop it is fun. 
Jake: I know not to put rubbish in the sea.  I love playing 3D print where you can 
make shapes and put stickers on them. 

Ashantey:  This week we celebrated Earth Day; it was on 22nd April. I learnt that we all share the earth it's our job to 
keep this planet floating. The lesson I have enjoyed this week is maths! This is because I have upgraded by 52 points 
and because it's teaching me sums. 
Alfie:   I learnt we should recycle bottles and paper. I like fielding in cricket and can throw it far. 
Naomi:  We need to look after nature. I like computing lessons because we can play interactive games. 

Sycamore have been 
designing informal and 
formal gardens in 
horticulture, they have been 
discussing and looking at 
examples of the features 
that may be found in both. 
 

Darren-Lee:  In horticulture we have been looking at 
garden designs. I chose to design a formal garden; I am 
thinking about the things that I can add to my formal 
garden design. 
Jaiden:  I have designed two area. One is for adults, with 
a pool and BBQ area. The area is for children, with play 
equipment and a small nature walk. 
Jessica:  In horticulture we have been doing gardens. I 
am making mine as a union jack flag, mine is a formal 
garden because it follows a pattern. I chose to create a 
union jack because it will make my garden more 
interesting. 
Armaan:  I am designing an informal garden. I have 

been looking at perennial plants that I would add to my 
garden. 
Tommy:   I am designing a cottage garden; this is a type 
of informal garden. I have chosen to create winding 
pathways, lots of random flowers that are organised but 
looking naturally placed. I am designing this garden for 
my auntie in mind, I am looking to create a relaxing and 
calming environment. 
Ben:   I am designing a formal, circular garden. I have 
chosen to do this because, I think that squares and 
rectangles are a bit boring and a circular shape will 
make my garden more interesting. 
James:   In horticulture I am 
designing a Japanese water 
garden for my grandparents. 
This garden will be relaxing to 
their senses. I chose this 
garden because it reminds 
me of all the new skills, I have 
learnt to be ale to then create 
my wonderful garden. 

Sycamore 



Palm class have converted their snack time into a maths exercise of buying toast at 
break. 
We have devised a menu and the children can choose what items they want and we 
have given them some money to 
work out how much it will cost. 
10p for toast and butter, 5p for jam, 6p 
for marmalade.  
We are getting the students to keep 
on practising their money skills for 
everyday occurrences. 
 
Karanveer:  I had 2 toast butter and 
jam it cost me 30p. 
Tino:  I brought 2 toast and butter and 
gave Mrs Gallagher 20p. 
Bradley:  I spent 20p on 2 brown toast 

and butter. 
Parvir: My toast cost me 15p, I had toast with jam on it. 
Daniel:  I had two slices of toast with butter it cost me 20p. 

Palm 

Pine class have been investigating what conditions cress seeds need 
to be in to be able to grow the best. They have also used their life 
skills and made a sandwich with their produce and used their maths 
skills to pay for them. 
 
Gabriel: I grew my cress seeds inside the classroom and used a paper 
towel and water. When it was ready, I made a cress sandwich, and it was nice. It cost me 

15p and I found the correct money to pay for it. 
Ashlee: In our science lesson we did an experiment to see how well cress would grow. The cress had to germinate 
and the cress that did not grow at all was the one with no water. Seeds cannot germinate without water. I made a 
sandwich with my cress, but I didn’t like it. I paid £2.56 for my sandwich correctly. I would like to grow a different 

food because it shows how food grows from seed to 
plant. 
Daniela: My cress was finally ready for me to eat so I put it 
between two slices of bread, and it tasted great. I had to 
pay £15 for my sandwich and I gave the right money. 
Ewan: In our cress experiment the one that grew the best 
was grown indoors. I think it grew the best because the 
class was warm but also got the sunlight. It had a paper 
towel and water. I grew my cress outside, but it didn’t 
grow as well as the indoor seeds. When I tried my cress, it 
tasted peppery. 
Jamie: I think it’s cool to have the ability to grow our own 

food. My cress tasted very much like a plant and I would probably grow some again. 

Pine 

This week Hazel class had a wonderful time at Forest School again, I have a 
feeling it will feature highly in our newsletter this half term. Hazel class did 
enjoy their learning in other lessons too. 
 
Abiah:  My favourite lesson this week was art. We were continuing to make 
our portraits using words.  I thought it was fun and interesting. 
Kieran: I really enjoyed Forest School because we ate marshmallows after 
toasting them.  They tasted delicious, gooey and sticky. 
Bella: My favourite lesson this week was Forest School.  It was my first time at 
whittling a stick to put a marshmallow on.   
Rebecca:  This week I enjoyed English because we started a book called 
‘Kensuke’s Kingdom’.  The story is about a boy called Michael.  His family 
moved house and went to live on a yacht. 
Ethan: This week I liked when we did Forest School. We used the knife cutting 
the stick it is called whittling.  

Taylon:  This week I really enjoyed Forest School because we got to use 
knives to sharpen sticks.  We used the sticks to roast marshmallows. 
Anna:  I enjoyed food tech this week because we learned about food 
waste. Having a good idea of how long food lasts is a good way to stop 
food waste. There are apps that help you to use up left over food.  Large 
amounts of land is wasted when we waste food. 
Dawid: This week I enjoyed Forest School, I whittled a stick and made a fire.  
Callum: I enjoyed Forest School this week.  I lit the Kelly Kettle, when the 
water was hot we made hot chocolate.  Some people had cold Vimto.  I 
really liked whittling a stick. 
Kirsty:  I enjoyed lots of lessons this week.  In maths we were counting daisies 
and recording the data.  In science we were learning about forces.  In food 
tech we were learning about food waste and why its bad.  In English we 
finished our book and started a new one. 

Hazel 



Autism Awareness Day 

Grange Academy take part in ‘The Big Ask!’ 

Another dry week at forest 
school, lots of new 
experiences. This week we 
have tried whittling, 
camping, using the loppers 
and hammers.  
 
Hazel – This week we 
introduced Hazel to loppers 
and knives. Many had used 
loppers either at home or in 
horticulture before. Each 
student used the lopper to 
cut free a small section of 
branch before heading to 
the FS and learning how to 
whittle. With Miss Williams 
each student whittled a 
point, then use the stick to 
toast a marshmallow over 

the fire with Mrs Poll. We recapped on ‘blood bubbles’ 
and the respect position.  
 
Ash -  a slightly different side of Forest School was seen 
today. As well as the regular activities such as the swing 
and mud kitchen, pupils in Ash were given the 
experience of camping. They enjoyed helping Miss 

Williams putting 
tent up, making 
sure they were 
careful to slide the 
poles gently 
through the holes.  
Walnut – Walnut 
love playing ‘1,2,3 
Where are you?’ 
and were keen to 
start the session 
with a game. This 
week students remembered to hide in lots of different 
places to make it harder for the seekers. Similar to Hazel, 
Walnut enjoyed a whittling session, following it with 
toasting marshmallows over the fire. Oscar took control 
of the Kelly Kettle, whilst Miss Mielke led the den building 
(secretly enjoying more than any of the students!)  
Willow – Willow absolutely loved having the tents out 
during Forest School this week. The appeared to set a 
challenge to see how many they could fit in the tent at 
any one time! Some of the pupils to a hammer and nails 
to erect the new signs around the Forest School area 
and others enjoyed bug hunting they were finding 
worms, millipedes and many others.  Max stated, ‘I can 
see a koala bird.’ when looking through the binoculars.   

Forest School 

Let’s Talk sessions at Grange Academy give students, staff and 
parents the platform to talk openly in a safe space about any 
worries, feelings or concerns. Every week it warms my heart to 
have students leave my room with a smile, feeling uplifted and 
happy. Many students stop me in the corridor and ask when we 

can talk again? this makes it all worthwhile to be able offer this valued support to all at Grange Academy. 
Mrs Fiona Blair (Wellbeing Lead) 
 
Demaris:  I like to talk with Mrs Blair, it helps me to sort some things out in my head and I feel better afterwards. 
Jessica:  I can talk about my feelings and she listens to my point of view.  

'The Big Ask' is a nationwide survey, led by the Children's Commissioner for 
England Dame Rachel de Souza. It aims to find out from kids what life is like for 
them, what hopes and aspirations they have for the future and what challenges 
they face in reaching their goals. England and Manchester United footballer 
Marcus Rashford is supporting the project and we have had an assembly for our 
pupils about it this week. We discussed our own Grange Parliament, and who our 
Form Representatives are (Sycamore; Ben, Beech; Sohaib, Palm; Tino; Maple: 
Adam; Elm: Ben, Oak: Noah, Willow: Hannah).  
 
Adam told us their job was to listen to the class, take it to the meeting, then Mrs 

Coles will tell Miss Assink who might help make our ideas happen. Bradley said it was important because it made 
him feel important and looked after; it made him ‘happy’ when he is listened to.  
Tommy and Jess agreed it is democracy being followed. We discussed some of our rights (Article 34: right to play 
and rest). After, we watched a message from Dame Rachel Mary de Souza.  We talked about how she is like our 
Grange Parliament Representative but with the whole country. It is her job to look out for us and listen to our 
opinions.  
We all practised our right to be listened to and taken seriously (Article 12) by completing The Big Ask on our laptops 
this week.  
Ben (Sycamore) said, ‘the survey was easy to follow and pictures are helpful.’ James (Sycamore) reflected that, 
‘some of the questions were difficult to answer as it made me think about my emotions.’ 
 
This survey will run from 19th April to 19th May and will ask children across England to set out their priorities for 
improving childhood following the pandemic. It is hoped the views shared by children in England will help shape 
the way the government approaches issues affecting kids, not just for this generation, but for all the children in the 
decade to follow. 

On Friday 16th April, we celebrated Autism Awareness Day. We all came to 
school wearing blue and learnt what autism is. We raised an amazing £150.00 for 
Autism Bedfordshire. We held a poster competition; pupils were asked to design 
a poster informing others about autism.  
 

We had lots of entries and it was very hard for us to decide the winners.  The winners for the 
poster competition are: 
 
Primary – Kyle (Elm class) 
Secondary – Bella (Hazel class) 
ASC – Daniella (Pine class) 
Well done to our three winners. Their posters will be displayed in school. 



Oak Class: Amelia for 100% effort in all learning tasks. 
Maple Class: Chibunna for always going over and above expectations; Ibrahim for always 
trying his best with teacher tasks. 
Willow Class: Kaleen for concentrating really well and trying so hard with his writing all 
week. 
Elm Class: Baron for fantastic effort with independent writing in English and Creative 
Curriculum lessons. 

Primary Celebrations 

Secondary Celebrations 

Grange Values 

All staff and 
pupils 
celebrate the 
Grange Values 
of Belong, 

Believe and Achieve. Each fortnight the whole school 
will focus on one of the values under these headings. 
This term we will be exploring all of the values that help 
us to feel that we Believe in the school community. 

The Grange Value for w/c 26th April 2021 is Creativity.  
Ashlee (Pine) was our Newsletter Monitor this week.  
Along with Miss Saulan she went around the school and 
recorded members of staff’s quotes on where they had 
seen creativity in school this week. 

Next weeks Grange Value is Happiness. 

Palm class have helped Mrs Blair with the Mental Health 
Award submission.  They have been creating posters 
about being self aware and showing high self esteem. 
Mrs Blair 

Pine class have been reading ‘Bubble and Squeak’ in 
their English lessons.  They have been creating posters 
about the gerbils being sold and looking after gerbils.  
Mrs Noble 

Bella (Hazel class) showed her creativity by creating 
body percussion sounds using a variety of different 

instruments. Miss Breare 

Mya (Walnut) has shown creativity by making false 
fingers out of paper and then showed the rest of the 
class how to do it.  Mrs Mielke 

Mr Eden and Jaiden (Sycamore) have been working 
together in Horticulture lessons to create an informal 
garden for play and an area for grownups. Mr Eden 

April (Cedar Class) has been working on her sewing skills 
doing cross-stitch, running stitch and using a variety of 
different colours.  Ms Lumsden 

Lucy (Ash Class) has been showing creativity by 
drawing in her work station.  Miss Harper 

Oak class have enjoyed their dance lessons this week 
with Miss Williams.  Miss Frith 

Ben (Acer Class) has followed a YouTube video at 
home to create his own castle using tissue boxes and 
toilet rolls.  Mrs Cowell 

Ashantey and Kyle (Elm class) have created posters for 
Autism Awareness Day and Baron played a musical 
instrument in a really creative way and it created a 
good sound.  Mrs Didlick 

Hannah (Willow class) has made a wormery diagram 
and picture which links into the Primary curriculum topic 
Meadowsong.  Miss Jones 

Hazel Class: Mrs Hewitt said all the class has been superstars, and it was a three way tie 
at the top of the star graph: Rebecca, Ethan and Callum! She gave a special shout 
out to Rebecca, who has completed a beautiful stamp design for the art competition; 
the only one to finish so far. 
Cedar Class: Mrs Coles praised all of the class for their mature and calm attitude lately. 
She wanted to give Demaris an honourable mention as he was exceptionally mature 

and knew when he should approach adults with information. 
Palm Class: Malachi for being the only one who could answer a tricky maths question correctly! 
Sycamore Class: Jess has been proving how mature and helpful she is. She has been helping out in Maple class 
and works hard, politely and the adults and pupils love her! 
Walnut Class: Quintin and Oskar for their attitude and effort at Forest School. They built a shelter completely 
independently and with no instruction! Well done boys. 
Beech Class:  Allan because he completed all work last week thoughtfully and to a high standard. 

UNICEF: Rights Respecting Schools Gold 
School 

Sign of the Week 
Grange Academy learn 
a British Sign Language 

sign weekly  Please 
practice this with your 

children. 

You will find this 
information on our website  www.grange.beds.sch.uk 

You will find this information on the school website. Each 
week there will be a new link for the sign and a image 

and video on who to sign it. 

                  The sign for week w/c 3rd May 2021:   Bedroom 

Instructions:  rest head against palm-together hands. 
Indexes pointing down move out, back, then in to 

indicate outline of room  

Please talk to your children about the articles 
each week. 

Article 39 

You have the right to help if you've been hurt, 
neglected or badly treated.  

Each week a pupil at Grange Academy will give 
us their thoughts and comments on the Article of 

the Week. 

Josiah (Cedar) 

You could get help from the police, teachers and 
parents.  They are the duty bearers. 

Grange Diary Dates 

May Half Term— 31st May—4th June 2021 
Pupils Return to School— Monday 7th June 2021 

Don’t forget we have a Bank Holiday this weekend.  No 
school on Monday 3rd May 2021.  Pupils return on Tuesday 

4th May 2021 

Other News 

We would like to inform you of the sad news of the 
passing of Dave Lawson who was a PE teacher at 
Grange for many years.  He sadly passed on 22nd 
April 2021.  Our thoughts are with his family.  Dave 

was a big part of the Grange family. 


